BELVEDERE WAISTCOAT

ALTERNATE POCKETS
Both Patch Pocket Styles:
5/8” (1.5 cm) seam allowance included.
1. With right sides together, pin the lining and pocket
together at top opening. Stitch but leave a 2“ (5 cm)
opening in the center (back stitch either side of this
opening) so you can flip the lined pocket right side
out later on.
2. Fold the pocket with right sides together along the
notched fold line so that the folded portion forms a
self facing. Note that the lining is smaller than the
patch pocket and that the self facing is used to make
up for this difference in size. Lay the pocket flat so
that the raw edges of the lining meet the raw edges
of the pocket. Stitch around outside edge. Grade
seam allowances and clip corners.
3. Flip pocket right side out through hole and press.
Slip stitch the hole closed.
4. Place the patch pocket on the waistcoat front. Do
not angle the pocket to match the welt pocket
marking - patch pockets generally look best when
placed parallel to center front. Pin.
Choose between three options to stitch the pocket
down:
A. Edgestitch 1/8” (3 mm) along the sides and bottom
of the pocket.
B. Edgestitch 1/8” (3 mm) along the sides and bottom
of the pocket. Create a second row of stitching by
topstitching 1/4” (6 mm) away from the first row.
Bartack to as per the illustration if desired.
C. Slipstitch around the pocket by hand rather than
edgestitching. This clean, invisible finish will suit finer
fabrics such as wool suiting.
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